
 
50-8166-E  

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS 
Suits:VT-VZ Commodore / 2WD Crewman 

Kit Contents: 
Replacement Bushes 8166E-A X-2 Large Flat Washers X-2 
Replacement Bushes 8166E-B X-2 Small Flat Washers X-2 
Crush Tubes X-2 Replacement Plate X-2 
Grease Satchel X-1 Fitting Instructions sheet X-1 

 
NOTE: This kit when fitted adds approx. 1/4 degree positive castor
 
N.B: These instructions should be used in conjunction with 
workshop manual. 
1. Raise the front of the vehicle and support on chassis stands.  
2. Remove the 24mm O.E. strut rod retaining nut and the 4 plate retaining 

nuts from the chassis. NOTE:(The O.E. nuts will be re-used) 
3. Remove the old strut rod bush from the vehicle and discard. 
4. Lubricate the end faces and internal bore only of the replacement bushes 

with grease provided, before assembly. 
5. Fit replacement 8166E-A and 8166E-B bushes to vehicle and assemble 

with supplied washers ( as per diagram below).  
6. We recommend a wheel alignment be performed at this time. 
 

N.B: It is recommended that a licenced workshop or trades person 
carry out the above procedure and that workshop manual and 
relevant safety procedures are followed in addition to the above.
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